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Taking Information Processing to New Heights
When Quick Modules, an information and imaging 
system incorporating unparalleled productivity, accuracy, 
configuration flexibility and economy was introduced 
by Fairfax Imaging, a new era began in information 
processing.

After more than 23 years, Quick Modules stands as the 
system of choice for numerous Fortune 500 companies 
and government agencies. Quick Modules systems 
successfully process billions of transactions with data 
captured from documents, checks, electronic files, fax 
messages and other inbound content types within mail 
order pharmacy fulfillment, order/donations processing, 
tax/labor departments, accounts payable, license and 
tag renewal processing, and remittance operations.

The system’s ability to process structured as well as 
unstructured forms, electronic transactions, web-based 
transactions and other forms of input data all within 
a common and singular workflow separates Quick 
Modules from any other available product.

Fairfax Imaging staff includes information processing 
specialists. With Fairfax Imaging, the journey to a 
successful operation begins with the belief that the key to 
a successful installation is not knowing how to do things right, 
but in knowing the right things to do.

As the single provider of the solution, Fairfax 
Imaging supports its client base with a determined 
responsiveness focused on client needs which ensures 
high availability of the system.

The Quick Modules Advantage 
Quick Modules is designed from the ground up to be 
robust and easy to use. Based on the latest Microsoft 
technology, it is ‘industrial strength’ designed for the 
Microsoft® SQL™ database. Using SQL provides the 
ability to secure all data in a centralized location, to 
tightly manage data access, and to protect your data 
with the latest encryption.  This approach streamlines the 
process by eliminating lost data and hung batches that 
occur with older systems. 

Quick Modules is Powerful
No presorting required. Incoming content (forms, 
correspondence, checks, etc.) is identified when they 
are received. Data is accurately classified and captured, 
regardless of the order it entered the workflow. Like work 
types are associated electronically eliminating the need 
to pre-batch before scanning.

Quick Modules is Comprehensive. 
Batches of mixed sized documents with a MICR, 
OCR/ICR, OMR, barcodes (1D/2D, postal), with, or 
without scan lines are accepted. Checks are CAR/LAR 
compared to assure high capture rates. Quick Modules 
performs full color scan to properly handle dark color 
paper, safety paper and complex background paper. 
Two sided scanning with image quality detection is also 
accommodated.
Quick Modules is Easy to Integrate. 
Integration with legacy systems is accomplished through 
Web services, database interaction, and table lookups. 
Output can be appended and stored in ODBC databases 

or exported in XML files. Reports, both standard and 
custom, are easily facilitated within the system using a 
the standard common report engine. 

Microsoft Certified Silver and Gold Application 
Development Partner Fairfax Imaging has developed 
Quick Modules to be compatible with standard IT 
infrastructure including virtual and physical environments 
deployed in-house or in the cloud.

Quick Modules Provides the Complete Solution
Quick Modules is designed to collect images from 
any centralized, remote, or external scanning device 
including OPEX, ibml, and many others and process 
these as transactions intermixed.  The integrated 
workflow moves these transactions through our solution 
expediting those transactions with remittances based 
upon queues within the system.  Using our point-and-
click set up tool, Quick Modules Studio, business rules 
can be applied to each step of the process giving you 
the best quality data possible. 

Support Second to None
Competent, reliable maintenance is a Fairfax Imaging 
hallmark. The online Fairfax Account Support Tool – 
FAST – enables immediate notification and tracking 
of status for problem reports, change requests, 
and consumable purchases. There’s no voice mail 
uncertainty, or hold button frustration. It only takes a 
click of the mouse to get our attention.

Enjoy the advantages of Quick Modules and let the 
experts at Fairfax Imaging solve your document 
processing challenges today!
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Quick Modules Studio

The Fairfax Imaging Quick Modules System
Paper Or Electronic Document Input

Paper Document Input
Coupon • Full Page • Attachments • Correspondence  

Electronic Document Input
XML • EMAIL • PDF/A

One Solution • One Workflow • One Provider
 ӹ Quick Modules is database driven from the ground up 
and is compatible with any ODBC compliant database.

 ӹ A multi-tier architecture provides a secure environment 
for housing and storing images and data.

 ӹ Complete system auditing capability provides 
information on who touched what and when for 
reporting.

 ӹ Batch and transaction processing maximizes the 
efficiency of operation to meet virtually any processing 
mode the client desires.

 ӹ Comprehensive configuration tools support client 
maintenance of the system and operation of the system 
economically while optimizing the workflow.

 ӹ Thin client user interfaces reduce overall system 
footprint and allow easy roll-out of system changes, 
updates, and on-going support.

 ӹ Complete system reporting and monitoring tools provide 
performance and statistical information, as well as real 
time feedback and alerts of system operation.

 ӹ Expandable to accommodate the smallest to the largest 
user so as to address future needs as they arise.

Quick Modules
The Total Document 
Processing Solution


